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Roman emperors, Arab scholars, and early travellers were already drawn to and enchanted by the

fascination of the land along the Nile. The pyramids of Giza, the temple-city of Karnak, or the Valley

of the Kings with the grave of Tutankhamen even today maintain their extraordinary force of

attraction. Across the centuries the high culture of the ancient Egyptians has retained its allure. This

can certainly be attributed to their astounding architectural,artistic, and technological achievements

as well as their high level of writing and literature. The unified world view of old Egypt, in which

science and religion are an indissoluble unity, impresses us deeply, as well.For The Essence of

Culture: Egypt an international research team joined forces in order to present the vast and manifold

legacy of ancient Egypt.
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Dr Regine Schulz studied egyptology in Berlin and Munich. After teaching at several universities and

curating the Egyptian collections at the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore, she is currently working

as director of the Roemer-und Pelizaeus-Museum in Hildesheim, Germany, which is mostly

dedicated to Ancient Egyptian and Ancient Peruvian art.

Dr Matthias Seidel (1948-2013) was one of the most prominent contemporary egyptologists and

taught at various universities, both in Europe and North America.

Filled with stunning glossy photographs, this oversized hardcover book spans Egypt's history from



the Predynastic Period through the Old, Middle and New Kingdoms, to the Late Period and

Greco-Roman times. Provides a wonderful overview of Egyptian society and culture including daily

life, festivals, military, politics, gods, deities and more. Fantastic reference for Egyptologists or

enthusiasts of Ancient Egypt.

As expected

An awesome book filled with information from cover to cover. A must have for any history or ancient

Egypt enthusiast!

impressive book

great

This is a well-written text, yes text, that is an excellent study-guide for the Egyptophile who is

planning a trip to Egypt, has taken one and wants to learn more, or is a student ready to be deluged

with rich information and terrific illustrations. As a former archaeologist, I found this book to be just

the right amount of technical, cultural, and archaeological information while still being readable and

captivating. It added greatly to the depth of my appreciation for the wonders of Ancient Egypt that I

experienced during a recent visit there. The only negative was the fact it is too heavy to haul around

on an international flight.

This is an amazing book. The illustration in it is amazing and the writings from many different

authors is pulled together to create a beautiful book.

We ordered this book after a recent trip to Egypt, and have been very happy with it as a sort of

souvenir. The photos and background text are wonderful, showing treasures and tombs.
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